The only bag with the patented balancing feature that makes it easy to carry and prevents clubs from falling out. It's ideal for the player who objects to excess weight... for caddy-less days... for beginners and juniors. Generous size—holds 14 clubs. Made of top quality green canvas with beautiful tan leather trim; heavy duty rubber bottom.

5-PACK CARTON for Parcel Post Shipment
Available packed 5 bags to the carton, enabling shipment to be made via parcel post. Minimum shipment—5 bags. Suggested retail, $6.95 each. Balancing Feature, U. S. Patent 2364223.

Balanced Golf Bag — a division of C. M. Hill Co., Peoria, Illinois. Sold only through distributors of PRO-GRIP Golf Gloves and Head Covers.

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

organized and that purpose is not to be determined solely from the articles of incorporation and the by-laws, but from a consideration of all of the evidence including the particular circumstances surrounding incorporation, the purpose and intent of the incorporators, the amendments to the articles of incorporation or changes in the by-laws and the activities and operations of the corporation as well as those of any predecessor organization.

Operated for Recreation
"With this premise there can be no question but that under the evidence presented plaintiff was 'organized and operated' exclusively for pleasure, recreation and other nonprofit purposes, no part of the net earnings of which inured to the benefit of any private shareholder and under these circumstances the plaintiff is entitled to the exemption claimed."

Busy Schedule
The 1958 Northern California golf calendar lists 89 men's golf tournaments for the period from Mar. 14 through Nov. 9. Also on the docket are 12 Junior Boys' tournaments, four Junior Girls' tournaments and 10 events for women.
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H. D. CAMPBELL CO. - FARM PRODUCTS DIV. - ROCHELLE 223, ILL.